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About the company
Zeptagram AB is an officially registered Swedish company with organization identity number:
(556974-3528).
“Zeptragram” is a registered trademark in Sweden, EU and U.S.. All assets, rights, patents,
trademarks, designs are fully owned by Zeptagram AB. Zeptagram AB will be the legal entity that
is carrying out the token sale and issuing ZeptaCoins.
Zeptagram is a technology company focused on creating new digital music markets by using
blockchain technology. The three key features of the Zeptagram Platform are the Zeptagram NFT
Marketplace, Zeptagram Music token offering and Zeptagram MusiXhange.
Zeptagram NFT marketplace allows content creators and owners to mint unique non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) and list them on the market for sale. The marketplace is integrated with many
features that allow users to be creative.
The Zeptagram Music Token Offering solution helps artists and content-creators to create
exclusively within the Zeptagram platform a special kind of NFTs of their music rights (we call
them Music Tokens or MTO Tokens, even if they are more of a representation or unit of account
within our platform of each individual song music rights for sale or trade) and enables them to
share, sell or trade some or all usage, royalty or ownership rights with the Zeptagram own internal
community of followers in the MusiXchange.
The Zeptagram MusiXchange Platform allows the community to trade and share (Music Tokens,
MTO Tokens) created with the Zeptagram music token offering and thus support their favorite
artists & content-creators.
Zeptagram solutions are aimed at building a completely new music trading market where its users
and creators can be free of the traditional music market inefficiencies doing what they like and
are familiar with.
Zeptagram is born in Sweden and is ready to revolutionize the music industry using its technology.
By working closely with artists and content creators all over the world we strive to offer the most
fun and efficient platform for trading of NFTs & Music rights. At Zeptagram you will find a team
of highly experienced professionals who live and breathe Tech and Music with a global outlook.
With over 50 years of combined experience in the music industry, marketing, and in blockchain
technology;
Make sure to follow us on our journey, From Passion To Trade!
If you have further questions, please contact us at info@zeptagram.com
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Executive Summary
Two Swedish musicians, Christina Löwenström and Johan Forsman Löwenström are creating a
platform for trading music globally.

Zeptagram focuses on collecting music royalties from Performing Rights Organizations (PROs,
more on this later) and distributing them to all users purchasing any given song on the platform.
To get or list songs on the Zeptagram platform song owners need to do what we call an MTO –
Music Token Offering.
Zeptagram is creating a Blockchain based platform that lets users internally trade Music Tokens
and get rewarded in music royalties, all primarily powered by the Zeptacoin, the core and native
utility token of Zeptagram.
Global expansion will happen during 2021.
Currently, Zeptagram has piloted with a first Music IP trading app and tested the market for the
last two years, now finally being ready to expand in many directions at a Global scale.

To become the Marketplace for music rights
Zeptagrams mission is to become the marketplace for Music Rights, fully decentralized, thus
creating more value for the content producers.
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Blockchain technology with smart contracts is disrupting various businesses and bringing
transparency in the world. We are seeing Blockchain ledger technology being integrated into
various applications and many enterprises are working on
new solutions based on it.
The Zeptagram team envisioned this scenario years ago and started to build a trading platform for
music and music rights based on Blockchain technology, includingNFTs. We started early with
the trading of intellectual properties in the Music Industry since it began to be at the forefront of
this development.
The music industry is growing, but the rewards gained by the actual artists are not. This value gap
describes the growing mismatch between the value of global growth of the music industry and the
rewards to those who are creating music. This value gap is the biggest threat to the future
sustainability of the music industry.
According to a report from Citigroup, out of the music industry’s $43 billion revenue in 2017, only
$5 billion went to artists. Per the report, most of the revenue went to distribution services like
radios, online platforms, and record labels. Large pools of Royalty revenues end-up outside the
artist’s reach in a so-called “black-box” – where rightful owners of royalties cannot be accurately
identified because of a lack of an industry-wide system for tying usage to ownership.
This is because data provided to artists with royalty payments are often opaque and artists often
don’t understand the mechanics and legal aspects of the payments and accounting statements they
receive. This opacity benefits the intermediary.
Our mission is:
l To offer composers & IP-owners a fair and transparent platform to easily and quickly
promote and expand the market for new or existing songs, reaping higher benefits.
l To create a new marketplace where fans, rights-buyers, and brands can partner with artists
on a song-by-song basis, sharing directly in whole or fractional IP royalties ownership.
l To make it possible for IP-rights holders to easily track and collect royalties and licensing
rewards all in real-time through the Blockchain.
l To deliver to composers and artists the opportunity to make a living from the fruits of their
work, without unnecessary impediments that keep them from focusing on what truly
matters - their music.
l To strengthen the relationship between artists and those that appreciate their music, in a
meaningful way, where a true partnership can be formed, and mutual benefits derived.

The Zeptagram solution
Zeptagram gives each rightful-owner the opportunity to offer music NFTs for trade and royalty
sharing to fans, platform users, and music traders through an app-based platform that employs
Blockchain technology to music rights performance.
We are doing two things – we allow content producers to issue NFTs for any and all of their music,
and we offer a platform where those NFTs can be freely traded. When you own music rights, even
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the smallest particle of a song, you will be rewarded in a similar part of all the success that this
song generates, if the song is played on the radio or if it is used in films, in terms of different kind
of royalties. If a musician puts their music on the Zeptagram platform everything is handled by
independent and audited smart contracts. It all happens on the Blockchain.
We provide them with a transparent platform where they are supported by real people who believe
in them and their music.
This solution will change the existing world and creates new opportunities for musicians:
l Zeptagram is a digital publisher that helps content creators minting NFTs, and thus manage
and trade music rights.
l Zeptagram is aiming to become the main Marketplace for Music IP Rights. Trading can
add value to a song’s successand might result in higher rewards for everyone participating.
l The music industry is fragmented. You can publish and grow the success of your music by
yourself, without big Labels. Amazon has shown to the Book Industry ways to self-publish
books that does make Big Publishers look outdated.
IP rights in the music industry have a bright future again due to the growth in the streaming market.
One must be able to keep track of the royalties generated easily. Zeptagram integrations with
streamers will make it possible to see these statistics in almost real-time (although we are not there
yet). It will then be possible to see how the multichannel approach that has ruled usual e-commerce
for the last ten years works in the music industry.
Artists will eventually be back on the block and get a major piece of the success their fans are
granting them with their support.
Established artists still hold rights that may not be encumbered by labels or publishers. More and
more frequently, there are master reversion and re-recording clauses that allow the artist to control
master rights - these songwriter rights can be published instead through Zeptagram.
All artists can benefit from an easy way to raise awareness and participation for their favorite nonprofit, charitable cause – in fact, a major artist could donate parts of an older song, and thus get
very quickly support from fans, investors, and traders.
Zeptagram provides tracking and collection of all ownership royalties through our Blockchain
smart contract technology, which will allow a secure and transparent method for both artists and
token holders to be rewarded as quickly as possible.

Zeptagram Business model
The Zeptagram platform is meant for content creators, fans, and the public to trade securely in
music rights.
Zeptagram is a platform where music IP-rights owners can mint NFTs of their music related IPRights allowing them to share any potential rewards among interested third parties.
To be able to create an NFT connected to actual royalties, the content producer would need to be
registered – in Sweden and in many other jurisdictions - with a PRO (Royalty Collecting Agency).
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They are deciding the pricing, length of the campaign, and which percentage will be represented
in the NFT. Using Zeptagram, during an MTO (Music Token Offering) NFT buyers can access
the offerings, and the content producer would receive any countervalue immediately.
The song rights information is then permanently recorded, using a smart contract, on the
Blockchain, and royalties would be potentially collected from a number of Performing Rights
Organizations (“PROs”) in about 137 countries around the world, as well as through STEM – a
framework which aggregates digital performance royalties from Spotify, iTunes, YouTube,
Pandora, etc.; Zeptagram would handle the registering of the music rights with PROs and digital
platforms, and would after distribute the royalties to the content producers and buyers.
Zeptagram will also manage the IP-assets on the platform by performing the following actions,
among others:
!

Royalties collection from PROs, streaming services, and distribution of rewards to buyers.

!

Organize first sale events of new songs on the Zeptagram platform as NFTs / MTO;

!

Manage the trading platform for buying & selling NFTs.

Zeptagrams business model is to take a success fee from the sale of IP-rights and a transaction fee
when music is traded on the Zeptagram Platform.
However, other than this, it is absolutely free to be on Zeptagram, both as a user and a content
producer.
When music is played on radios, streaming services, and other places, the royalties are collected
by PROs, who distribute them to their corresponding registered IP-rights owners. Zeptagram will
be managing in its own name all the songs that are minted as NFTs on the platform based on smart
contracts – For Example, if only 1% of Song-A is offered for public sale, Zeptagram will manage
only 1% collection of royalties from PROs. When royalties are paid to Zeptagram, they would be
converted to ZeptaCoins and used to reward all Music Token owners.
In Countries in which the use, purchase or holding of ZeptaCoins will not be possible yet,
Zeptagram will integrate the use of an alternative fully decentralized crypto, like ETH, EOS, BTC
and others.

ZeptaNFT - Zeptagram’s NFT Minting Platform
As part of Zeptagram’s offering, we are also developing our own internal NFT minting platform based on
the Telos Blockchain and token standards – much faster and more economically efficient than Ethereum,
in which users will be able to mint NFTs (mostly with a music focus) of specific clips, performances, gigs
and other similar content. We call this platform ZeptaNFT and it is a completely different and separate
element of the Zeptagram platform than the Music Token Offering; in our MTOs, only one single NFT
based on specific music rights is created, and then tokenized and traded only within our platform and for
the purpose of dividing and trading royalties. With ZeptaNFT instead users will be able to create “normal”
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NFTs that can and will be traded also outside of the Zeptagram platform by anyone with a compatible Telos
wallet.

Token economy logic
Two sorts of tokens will be created
In Zeptagram there will be two completely different kind of tokens –
ZeptaCoin as the future main currency in the music IP trading and Zeptagram’s core utility token.
It is a common token across the whole platform for many different functions and these are its core
functionalities :
• Zeptacoins (ZPTC) is used for trading on the platform;
• NFTs/MTOs can be participated using Zeptacoins(ZPTC);
• Successful trade fees can be settled within the platform with Zeptacoins (automatically
charged during trading).
• Also, royalties to Music IP rights owners are paid out, as a default,in ZeptaCoins.
• ZeptaCoins will be listed on secondaty markets like Crypto Exchanges;
MTO Token or Music Tokens – Music Tokens are instead limited limited edition, unique tokens;
every Music token offering listed on the platform will have its own unique Music Token, which
we define as our platform’s internal distributed NFTs, with the following characteristics:
o An MTO token defines a music/song details, like title, duration, author and so on;
o An MTO token is a digital representation of music rights which can be acquired
during a Music token offering
o MTO Tokens can be exclusively traded within Zeptagram, in the MusiXchange
component of the app.
o MTO tokens will represent the share of music rights a buyer is entitled to, with
rewards given on a quarterly basis.

Minting of IP-rights NFTs
When music IP rights are minted on the Zeptagram Platform, by default one million MTO tokens
(distributed NFTs by our own definition) will be created for that specific listing. The created MTO
Tokens can be purchased by buyers during the first MTO for that content, for a fixed value.
During a Music token offering, can then acquire easily music rights; all the royalties generated
from that specific song will then be awarded to buyers based on their distributed NFT holdings
within the platform.
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Distribution of the IP-created value
When royalties arrive from PROs to Zeptagram (quarterly), Zeptagram will reward each specific
song’s MTO Token owners.

Blockchain and smart contracts
Zeptagram gains its goal of transparency through the use of permissionless blockchain technology;
Zeptagram is currently using the Telos blockchain to mint MTO Tokens and also for issuing and
running the Zeptacoins smart contract. All the MTO Tokens will be based on an open dNFT
standard that we define as Distributed Non-Fungible Tokens and instead the Zeptacoin token will
be following the TIP-5 standard on the Telos Blockchain.
ZeptaCoins and MTO Tokens (dNFTs) are therefore completely different tokens, but they are
working within the same ecosystem. MTO Tokens are generated when a new song comes to the
platform through minting by its author/producer and an MTO is launched. MTO Tokens can be
traded primarily with ZeptaCoins and Royalties based on the MTO Token holdings will also paid
out, as a default, in ZeptaCoins.
All these transactions can happen thanks to predefined smart contracts. During an ICO (if any will
be launched), Zeptagram would distribited ZeptaCoins to all the ICO participants directly on their
Telos accounts or inside their own Zeptagram accounts. An audited smart contract will be used to
make the process completely transparent.
A similar process happens when an MTO is launched within the platform, and a brand-new MTO
Token is generated. When this will happen, via smart contract, MTO Tokens are purchased for
ZeptaCoins. All MTO Tokens are similar in their setup but they are non-fungible with each other,
as they represent different songs’ music rights, and their value by default is kept and calculated
using ZeptaCoins as a measure of account.
The transaction fees of trading MTO Tokens on the Zeptagram Platform are also counted and
primarily corresponded in ZeptaCoins. When trading happens inside the Zeptagram platform, then
small transaction fees are levied by the platform from users directly to the smart contract account.
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Platform Fees:
Listing Fee:
This fee is charged commonly whenever someone lists a song/music in the Music Token Offering
and manages to achieve the minimum set goals during the listing process.
The fee is charged as follows:
• If the User expects the payment in FIAT or in another crypto – 7.5% success fee is
charged.
• If the User expects the payment in Zeptacoins – 5% success fee is charged.
Buyers’ Fee:
This fee is charged commonly whenever someone is participating in a Music token offering
The fees are charged as follows:
• If a user wants to buy using FIAT or another crypto – 7.5% (2.5% transaction fees – 5%
to Zeptagram) fees [variable as the amount increases]
• If a User participates using Zeptacoins – 3% fees
Buying/Selling Zeptacoins:
Some users, depending on their Country of residence, will be able to buy and sell ZeptaCoins on
the Zeptagram platform also after any ICO is finished. Initially, Zeptagram will manage a reserve
of ZeptaCoins in its account, which will initially facilitate the process. Later on, as ZeptaCoins are
listed in many different Countries, Users will be able to buy ZeptaCoins using traditional crypto
exchanges (subject to their restrictions, if any).
The following fees will be charged when acquiring ZeptaCoins directly from Zeptagram:
• Purchasing Zeptacoins: Current Market Price of Token (Y) + 3% transaction fee;
• Withdrawal Fee: Withdrawl Amount – 3% transaction fee;
Trading Fees:
On the Zeptagram MusiXchange, users can acquire already launched and existing MTO
Tokensusing primarily Zeptacoins.
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•

Successful Trades in every MTO Token market: 0.75% fee [buyer & seller both pays],
when using Zeptacoins. 2.5% fee [buyer & seller both pays] when using other crypto
or fiat, if and when this functionality will be added.
Royalties Distribution:
• Fiat Payments – Withdrawal fees
• Zeptacoin Payments - At Market price

Token Distribution:
Seed Round – 10% (5,000,000)
Strategic Round – 2% (1,000,000)
Private Round – 6% (3,000,000)
Public Round – 0,8% (400,000)
Team & Advisors – 18,4% (9,200,000)
Partners – 5% (2,500,000)
Community Development Fund – 5% (2,500,000)
Liquidity Development – 30% (15,000,000)
Platform Usage Rewards Pool (staking) – 15% (7,500,000)
Reserve – 7,8% (3,900,000)

In the Future
In the context of IP-rights, Blockchain technology and the Zeptagram platform can potentially
offer IP protection and registration evidence of creatorship and authentication, registering and
clearing IP rights using the immutable properties of typical permissionless decentralized
blockchains. Also, controlling and tracking the distribution of registered IP and digital rights
management will be transparent and efficient. Zeptagram will help enforce IP agreements through
smart contracts and transmit rewards to MTO Token holders (IP owners).
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ICO details
Zeptagram ICO presale will start on 31st of May 2021 and be open one month. The public ICO
starts on the 31st of May and ends on the 30th of June 2021.
Presale of ZeptaCoins are directed only to specific whitelisted buyers. The sale happens with an
additional of up to 15% bonus in tokens by price.
Tokenomics

Key Metrics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ticker: ZPTC
Supported Networks: Telos, Ethereum, BSC
Total supply: 50,000,000
Project Valuation: $25,000,000
Initial Token Circulation: 6,300,000
Initial Market Cap: $3,150,000
Total Raise (All Rounds): $2,150,000

Seed Round (on T-Starter) - Whitelisted
•
•
•
•
•

Target: $750,000
Price: $0.15
Tokens Allocated: 5,000,000
Initial Token Release: 500,000
Lock-up: 10% Initial Release and 10% every quarter

Strategic Round (on T-Starter) – Whitelisted [Partnerships]
•
•
•
•
•

Target: $150,000
Price: $0.15
Tokens Allocated: 1,000,000
Initial Token Release: 100,000
Lock-up: 10% Initial Release and 10% every quarter

Private Round (T-Starter) – Whitelisted [Investors]
•
•
•
•
•

Target: $1,050,000
Price: $0.35
Tokens Allocated: 3,000,000
Initial Token Release: 300,000
Lock-up: 10% Initial Release and 15% every quarter

Public Round (ETH & BSC)
•
•
•
•

Target: $200,000
Price: $0.50
Tokens Allocated: 400,000
Lock-up: 100% unlocked
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•
•

•

Listing – ZPTC tokens will be consistently listed on crypto exchanges
Token Holder Benefits – ZPTC token (ZeptaCoin) serves as the primary and default
payment method to pay royalties to MTO Token owners and to settle service fees within
the Zeptagram platform.
Token Trade Limitation – Only Team and Advisory Board members will have vesting and
sales lock-in periods, to guarantee transparency and protect again any pump-and-dump
scheme fears.

Zeptagram platform
The Zeptagram platform will be a Trading Infosystem that will take music usage/royalty income
reports in and then distributes it to all MTO Token owners.

There is a web-based trading platform where:
l Users can create accounts and log in,
l See their account inventory,
l See their trading history,
l See statistics of their account,
l See all statistics about items in their inventory – how much the song has been played, what
it has earned until today.
l Use the Zeptagram account as a token wallet for MTO Tokens and ZeptaCoins
l Send tokens, both MTO Tokens and ZeptaCoins from their Zeptagram account to their
private wallets and back (royalties will also arrive in private wallets), subject to certain
fees.
l Users can administrate, organize and manage their MTO Tokens.
l Payout royalties – entering earnings data and initiating smart contracts to distribute
earnings to IP owners.
All trading happens primarily and by default with the use of ZeptaCoins, which can be bought
from Zeptagram during the ICO or after within the app or, later on, from any cryptocurrency
exchanges where the token is listed, both subject to residency and citizenship based restrictions of
the potential purchaser.
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There will be a mobile app based on IOS, Android and a Web App for traders and artists to access
the Zeptagram platform.
Zeptagram connects to streaming services either directly or uses partners like
https://www.kobaltmusic.com/. We utilize STEM.is as our digital tracking and collections partner,
with capabilities to track and collect from digital platforms such as YouTube, Spotify, Pandora,
SoundExchange, etc.; we will also utilize traditional PROs to track and collect from international
usages in about 137 countries around the world. Blockchain technology capabilities will allow
more direct tracking and collection as it becomes more widespread.
All of Zeptagram IT and platform is global, accessible and usable anywhere, with some changes
to adapt to local regulation in specific Countries. Localization of Zeptagram in different parts of
the world means, generally speaking,connecting to local PROs, streaming services, and other
music business sections, other than adapting to specific regulations and laws.

This figure illustrates in simple, visual terms, how it works – royalties for using music come to
Zeptagram and are then distributed to MTO Token holders.
The Zeptagram platform is for all parties, see the next figure. Its focus is on trading the songs IP
rights, it can also be used by musicians, and record labels for promoting songs.
Existing owners of already published music content are also welcome to join the Zeptagram
platform and trade their existing resources.
The Zeptagram platform manages as well MTO Tokens information enrichment, keeping track of
trading history and makes it possible to add all additional relevant information – news about
specific musicians, concert tours, and media presence.
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Zeptagram Mobile Apps
For trading and managing MTO Tokens, one option is to use the Web Interface, but we will focus
on the Zeptagram Mobile App as the main tool for the user and the content producer as well. It is
connected to the Zeptagram Trading Platform via an API and has functionalities of both a
cryptocurrency private wallet and the Zeptagram Trading Platform. It takes the sameservice fee as
the Zeptagram Trading Platform and it offers all the info, charts and convenience that the Trading
Platform has, but on a portable size.
The Zeptagram Mobile App also doubles down as a private software wallet where a user can store
ZeptaCoins and MTO Tokens.
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Competition
Vezt
Vezt may become a marketplace that lets music fans buy rights in their favorite songs.
https://vezt.co//

Royalty Exchange
A trading platform that is not on the Blockchain (https://www.royaltyexchange.com/)

Team
Core team
Christina Löwenstrom
CEO & Co-Founder, serial entrepreuneur 20 years of music industry experience Blockchain
pioneer since 2015

Johan Forsman Löwenström
Co-Founder, 35 years of music industry experience. Multiple Grammy nominee and multiple
Grammy awarded productions.Blockchain pioneer since 2015

Sukesh Kumar Tedla
CTO, possesses a Master’s Degree in Telecommunications, and has more than 4 years of working
experience in software development and leading roles.

Richard Rydell
Advisory Board member

